
This email has been sent to you because you were showing
interest in participating the next around the world rally as team
representaing your nation which will start in Summer 2020.
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How to participate in 80edays 2020
First of all, I would like to thank you for your interest in participating
80edays. The amount of 42 interested teams in this mailing list shows
that we are on the right way accelerating EVolution challenging electric
car technologies and teams in a thrilling adventure.

Following some additional information:

GENERAL
80edays again is writing automotive history making all of the
participants famous being a part of it. The third edition of 80edays will
point out that there is no need to burn a single drop of gas for driving
an electric vehicle around the world. This will be the first time in
history an electric car will circumnavigate the world without burning a
drop of gas even not for the transport of it.
Two months after the rally in November we counted over half a Million
single visitors on our website which is showing our project being the
electric vehicle rally with the most interest of the world.

TEAMS
We are happy to announce that we're already having two teams who
officially declared their participation so 10% of the starting field is
already taken. We plan to restrict the participation field to 20 teams.
The first 15 teams will be set as participants. In case there will be more
than 20 teams till end of 2018 wanting to participate we will either
make a competition rally in 2019 to find out the best 5 teams for the
starting slots 15-20 in case we don't find a solution for the transport.
A team shall consist of two persons minimum but you also can have
four or more drivers if you want.

CATEGORIES
We defined several categories you can find under the rules definition
online.
The category "Adventurer" will be travelling together with the car
without permit to burn any gas from start till end of the rally, so even a
Taxi has to be an electric one ;)
Other categories like "Business" restrict only the car to drive emission
free around the world. In this category, you will have three driving slots
and in between you will have time to fly back to follow your business
during the transport which is assumed 15 days and 35 days depending
on the wind conditions. In this case the needed gas burning for
personal transport will be compensated by planting trees in Nicaragua.
Check out which could be the best category for you and your sponsors
here. Yes, it will be allowed to stick the car 50% with personal sponsors
supporting only to your team.

ROUTE
The start will be 90% Barcelona and we will travel over Madrid and
Lisbon to Toulouse, Paris, Luxembourg, Brussels, Cologne to
Amsterdam where the cars will be shipped to Halifax. You will be free to
choose the detailed route but you’ll have to pass every 80edays tree
planted this year by the 80edays ELDURO teams. In case a team of a
country which is not on the route is wanting to participate we will add
the country to the route. We assume to drive about 33.000 km breaking
the Guinness World Record of the longest ever driven rally.

NEXT STEPS
In case you didn't sign the NDA yet you will get a NDA to be signed.
After signing the NDA which is only a commitment to keep the
following information confidential you will get more information like
the draft of the contract and more details.
There is a very early bird Inscription discount of 5.000€ in case the
participation fee is paid till 31.12.2016.

PROMOTION
In case you already want to show your 80edays support you're welcome
can buy an official 80edays shirt online or at the official shop in
Barcelona. Every tree plants a tree and compensates your Christmas
tree ;) Click here for more information. In Barcelona also 80edays caps
are available to be bought.

By the way did you already like 80edays on Facebook?   Every like and
sharing helps. And in case you know someone who is interested to join
you're having the chance to get 3.000€ provisioning in case he will sign
to be an 80edays team.

See you at a charge stop somewhere on this planet ;)

Merry Christmas
Rafael de Mestre

P.S.: The ones of you who already signed the NDA will get the contracts
for proof reading this week and will be put in a separate email
distribution list after Christmas.
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Open questions? Contact us here!
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